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Abstract

In the quest for the primordial B-mode in the polarization of cosmic microwave
background (CMB) radiation, the understanding and characterization of Galactic fore-
grounds has become of utmost importance. On this subject, we have noticed that the
dust clouds of the magnetized interstellar medium are generally considered as filamen-
tary structures by the CMB community whereas it has been established for some time
that they are most likely sheet structures by the radio astrophysics community.

In this project, we investigate whether the morphology of the dust clouds has
an impact on the statistical characterization of the polarized emission. To that end, we
simulate interstellar clouds with both filamentary and sheet-like structure, using the
software "Asterion" which is dedicated to this work and we generate synthetic polariza-
tion maps. We then explore some characteristics of the power spectra, such as the E/B
power asymmetry, quantified through the <EE/BB> ratio and the correlation coeffi-
cient between intensity and E mode power rTE , and lead a statistical analysis.

Our results about filaments are consistent with theoretical expectation (e.g. Zal-
darriaga 2001). For the first time we carry a statistical analysis for sheet-like interstellar
clouds. The behaviour of sheets present similarities and differences as compared to fil-
aments. Finally, we found that there is degeneracy between sheets and filaments in
quantities extracted from their power spectra as well as with their apparent shape, at
the map level. In a sense, we have set the stage for future and more detailed investiga-
tions that will be needed to fully characterize the latter.
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1
Introduction

The detection of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation has been a decisive
argument in favour of the Big Bang, the dominant cosmological model about the forma-
tion and evolution of the Universe. According to this model, the Universe was initially
in a very hot and dense phase from which it started to expand, going through several
phase states until its current situation while cooling down. The number of free charged
particles was reduced causing Compton scattering to loose its efficiency; for the first
time, protons and electrons could formed neutral atoms. Consequently, the mean free
path of the photons became very large making them travel freely and propagate until
now carrying the information of their last scattering with the matter. These photons
are the CMB photons and we detect this radiation in microwaves at a temperature of
2.725 K (Mather et al. 1990) [18]. As a result, the CMB is an isotropic relic radiation
which transfers information from the Universe when it was 380,000 years old.

Even though CMB radiation is isotropic, it exhibits tiny temperature and polarization
fluctuations. The temperature anisotropies are of the order of 10−5 and result from
quantum fluctuations in the primordial plasma. The perturbations are associated to
density perturbations and have been amplified by gravity leading to the large structures
of the present day Universe, such as galaxies and the large-scale structures. The study of
temperature anisotropies offers information about the generation process and evolution
of large-scale structures in the Universe.

Except for temperature anisotropies, polarization anisotropies of the CMB have re-
ceived increasing attention during the last years and the detection of them is very
important for the field of Cosmology. Firstly, it helps us better understand the matter
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1. Introduction

density distribution in the Universe, conducting statistics of the large-scale structures
through lensing study, and thus improve the fit of the current cosmological model. But
most importantly, it is the only foreseeable way to test observationally the model of the
inflation, the fast and extremely short period of exponential expansion of the Universe
that happened right after the Big Bang. Indeed, gravitational waves must have been
generated during the inflation period and must have left unambiguous imprints on CMB
polarization. These imprints are the so-called B-modes of the CMB polarization and are
faint geometrical features that could, theoretically, be observed in CMB polarization
maps. Consequently, the detection of the B-mode of CMB polarization would reveal
the existence of these gravitational waves and thus this breakthrough would be direct
evidence of inflation, uncovering important information about the early Universe. For
this reason, many experiments for the search for the primordial B-mode polarization
of the CMB are developed.

However, the Galactic dust contaminates this signal as the polarization of grain emis-
sion produces B-mode components as well. Therefore, the B-mode component from
Galactic dust emission can be confused with the primordial signal of inflation(BICEP2
Collaboration et al.2014).[2] It is therefore essential to understand the emission and
absorption properties of interstellar dust so as to remove its contribution to the maps
of polarized microwave sky. This understanding goes through the statistical character-
ization of the foregrounds. The latter is conducted through the measure of auto and
cross angular-power spectra of polarization maps. There are two ways to deal with the
polarization of dust. The first one is the experiments searching for the B-mode of CMB
to target regions away from the Galactic plane which is full of dust, however, there is
dust all over the sky. The second way is to remove the interstellar dust contributions
from polarization maps. To achieve this, dust maps are used in higher frequencies
than those of CMB and then they are extrapolated in lower frequencies where CMB
prevails (Planck Collaboration 2016)[20]. Consequently, it is very important to under-
stand the polarization signals of Galactic dust foregrounds so as to subtract them from
polarization maps.

In this framework, it is important to investigate all possible sources of mismodeling,
misinterpretation and degeneracy. To this respect, it is seen in the literature that the
assumed geometrical structure of the interstellar dust clouds is filamentary. However,
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there are several pieces of observational evidence that interstellar clouds have a sheet-
like shape. To the best of our knowledge, it has never been shown whether the assumed
morphology of the dust clouds has an impact on the statistical characterization of their
polarized emission and more specifically if the dust cloud morphology is imprinted in
the polarization power spectra.

In this project, we study how the structure of interstellar clouds affects the power
spectra of emitted polarized radiation from dust. We investigate the degeneracy that
might exist in their shape, i.e. at the map level, and in properties of their polarization
power spectra. This is important for the characterization of the impact of the polarized
radiation on CMB foregrounds. To that end, we simulate interstellar clouds with both
filamentary and sheet-like structure, using the software "Asterion" which is dedicated
to this task. Then, we produce synthetic polarization maps and their power spectra
and we compute some key quantities such as <EE/BB> ratio and the cross correlation
of intensity and E-mode (rTE). After that, we perform a statistical analysis of our
data.

The thesis is organized as follows. In the first chapter, some fundamental concepts
about CMB polarization and Galactic foregrounds are reviewed. We review the Stokes
parameters, E-B decomposition of CMB polarization and the power spectrum.

The second chapter focuses on the tools used for the simulations and analysis of dust
polarization maps. The software "Asterion" is described and also the methods for
producing the I, Q, U maps, the HEALPix maps and the power spectra.

The third chapter is dedicated to our results. Maps and power spectra of both filamen-
tary and sheet-like interstellar clouds in cases of degeneracy are presented along with
a statistical analysis of the quantities extracted from the power spectra.

Finally, we summarize our conclusions.
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1. Introduction

1.1 CMB Polarization
Before presenting our analysis, it is essential to introduce some fundamental concepts.
CMB radiation is the almost isotropic electromagnetic radiation coming from the so-
called last-scattering surface, when the Universe was cooled enough so as to allow
protons and electrons to combine for the first time forming neutral hydrogen atoms
and allowing photons to move freely without being scattered. The Universe became
transparent. Photons started to move freely and propagate until now, carrying the in-
formation of their last scattering with matter. Today, these are detected in microwaves
because of the expansion of the Universe which makes their wavelength longer.

Electromagnetic waves (electromagnetic radiation) are composed of electric and mag-
netic fields which are perpendicular to each other and also perpendicular to the direction
of propagation. Polarization is a property of electromagnetic waves which indicates the
orientation of the oscillations [22] and it refers to the electric field. There are three
types of polarization, linear, circular and elliptical polarization. As the wave propa-
gates, if the plane of electric field is constant, the wave is linearly polarized. If the
plane of electric field rotates at a stable rate, the polarization is circular or elliptical.
The electric field can be decomposed in Ex and Ey components. If Exmax = Eymax

the polarization is circular, otherwise it is elliptical. Polarization is generated by many
mechanisms like scattering or anisotropic emission such as, synchrotron emission and
thermal dust emission.

CMB is 5% linearly polarized (Hishaw et al. 2003) [14] and its polarization is generated
by Thomson scattering. An electromagnetic wave with low energy (hν < mec

2) is
scattered by a non relativistic free electron and the scattered radiation is polarized
in a direction perpendicular to the incident direction. Light is not polarized in the
direction of travel, so only one state of polarization is scattered. If light comes from the
perpendicular direction too, the scattered radiation has both polarization states. If,
also, the intensity of the incident radiations is different, the result is linear polarization.
This anisotropy is called quadrupole because intensity varies at 90◦(see Fig. 1.1)(Hu
& White 1997)[15].

Quadrupole anisotropy is generated by scalar and tensor perturbations. Scalar pertur-
bations originate from density fluctuations. Density fluctuations in a plasma create a
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1.1 CMB Polarization

Figure 1.1: The quadrupole anisotropy. Hu & White 1997.

gradient in photon’s velocity during the epoch of recombination as the photons move
from cold underdensities to hot overdensities. This is the scalar quadrupole anisotropy.
Tensor perturbations come from gravitational waves.
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1. Introduction

1.1.1 Stokes Parameters

In order to explore the presence of the so-called B-mode we rely on polarization maps.

For this presentation it is convenient to use the total intensity I and the Stokes param-

eters Q and U for linear polarization.

The Stokes parameters are related to the intensity of light in different directions. As it

can be seen in the Fig. 1.2 assuming that the x axis goes towards the South and the y

axis towards the East, if the polarization is in the North-South direction, Q is positive

(Q>0), while if it is in the East-West, Q is negative (Q<0) and U=0 for both cases.

On the other hand, if polarization is at a 45◦angle and in the Southeast-Northwest, U

is positive (U>0) and if it is in the Northeast-Southwest, U is negative (U<0), while

in both cases Q=0.

Figure 1.2: Stokes parameters as a function of the linear polarization. (credit:Dan Moul-
ton)

P is the intensity of the polarized radiation and it is given by the following relation.

P =
√
Q2 + U2 (1.1)
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1.1 CMB Polarization

Also, the direction of the polarization is given by the following angle.

ψ = 1
2arctan(U

Q
) (1.2)

So, the polarization state of an electromagnetic wave can be fully described by Stokes
parameters since they give both the amplitude and the direction of polarization. The
degree of polarization is given by,

p = P

I
=
√
Q2 + U2

I
(1.3)

The parameter I, which is also referred as T, is scalar and invariant under rotation while
Q and U are not (Bracco 2019)[5]. So, Q and U depend on the reference frame.
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1. Introduction

1.1.2 Decomposition of Polarization in E and B
modes

The polarization of CMB is decomposed in two quantities, the E and B modes. E mode
is a scalar, curl-free field and B mode is a pseudoscalar, curl field. Considering a plane
wave which moves from left to right as shown in the Fig. 1.3, if the polarization is
parallel or perpendicular to this direction, the polarization is defined as E-mode. In
contrast, if the direction of polarization is at an angle of 45◦, then the polarization is
defined as B-mode (Hu & White 1997)[15].

Figure 1.3: E and B modes. (credit: Colin Bischoff)

The difference between E and B modes comes from their behaviour in parity trans-
formations. E mode does not change after a reflection while B mode changes sign
(Zaldarriaga 2001)[29].

E′(θ′) = E(θ) (1.4)

B′(θ′) = −B(θ) (1.5)

They are both invariant under rotations, so it is not necessary to define a reference
frame as we do for the Stokes parameters. For this reason, it is more convenient to
decompose the polarization in E and B modes rather than in Q and U. For a complete
and detailed explanation of E-B decomposition and Stokes parameters the reader is
referred to Zaldarriaga & Seljak 1997.

The decomposition of CMB polarization in E and B modes is important for under-
standing the physical origins and the information they carry about the early Universe.
Density perturbations generate only E modes while gravitational waves generate both
E and B modes. For this reason, the detection of the primordial B-mode component
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1.1 CMB Polarization

would be direct observational evidence for the inflation scenario and for gravitational
waves that were generated during that epoch.
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1. Introduction

1.1.3 Power Spectrum

The power spectrum describes the distribution of power in the frequencies that compose
the signal (Stoica et al. 2005)[24] and it characterizes the size of fluctuations as a
function of angular scale(Hu & White 1997)[15]. It is useful to introduce the spherical
harmonic expansion of a quantity X.

X =
∑
l,m

aX,lmYlm (1.6)

where Ylm are the spherical harmonics in which X has been expanded, ` is the multipole
moment that is inversely proportional to angular scale, (angular scale = π

l ), m is the
projection of multipole moment and aX,lm is the harmonic coefficient.
The orthonormality properties of spherical harmonics require:

< a∗lmal′m′ >= δll′δmm′Cl (1.7)

As a result, the angular power spectrum of the full sky is given by the following relation:

CXYl = 1
2l + 1

l∑
m=−l

< a∗X,lmaY,lm >, (1.8)

where alm is the coefficient of expansion and X,Y refer to T, E and B depending on
what we wish to calculate. If X = Y the power spectrum is characterized as auto-power
spectrum and if X 6= Y it is characterized as cross-power spectrum.

In this work we aim at investigating the possible impact of the shape of dust clouds of
the interstellar medium on the characterization of polarized CMB foregrounds. There-
fore, we compute the auto- and cross-angular power spectra of simulated polarization
maps from two different shape types and investigate similarities and differences at the
power spectrum level.
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1.2 Galactic Foregrounds

1.2 Galactic Foregrounds
The so-called Galactic foregrounds are emissions stemming from Galactic material
emitting in the frequency range that is of interest for CMB science, i.e. from the
high-frequency radio domain to the sub-millimeter. These emission components (e.g.
synchrotron, free-free, anomalous microwave, thermal dust) add up to the CMB signal
in total intensity and/or polarization. The polarized Galactic foregrounds act as the
main obstacles to measure the sub-dominant signal of the CMB polarization and can
mimic the sought primordial B-mode signal. Therefore, it is essential to be able to tell
apart and separate the contribution of the Galactic foregrounds and the contribution
of the CMB to the measured signal.

In 2014, the BICEP2 team claimed that the primordial B mode signal was detected
(BICEP2 Collaboration et al. 2014) [2]. However, some time later it was proven that
this signal was in fact contaminated by Galactic foregrounds and, in particular, by the
polarized thermal dust emission. (BICEP2/Keck Collaboration et al. 2015) [3]. This
story shows how important it is to have a good control on the Galactic foregrounds.
Such a control goes through the statistical characterization of the latter as well as
through their physical understanding which requires accurate modeling. Then, it is
essential to properly remove them from the polarization maps.

Only the synchrotron and thermal dust emission components are polarized and, con-
sequently are directly relevant for CMB polarization. Synchrotron is the dominant
polarized component at low CMB frequencies (. 80 GHz) while thermal dust is the
dominant polarized component at high CMB frequencies (& 80GHz). In this project, we
concentrate on the thermal dust emission stemming from dust grains of the interstellar
medium that may be aggregated in clouds.
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1. Introduction

1.2.1 Dust Polarization Interstellar Clouds

Above 100 GHz to the far IR, the Galactic emission is dominated by the themal emission
of dust grains that have a temperature of about 20 K. The temperature, composition
and size of dust grains differ. They can consist of hydrogen, carbon, magnesium,
oxygen, silicon, and iron (Draine)[10] and their size vary from few nm to hundreds of
nm. The observed emission is due to the radiation emitted by all the grains in the line
of sight. There are also dense regions with high opacity that absorb radiation. In the
frequency range that is of interest for CMB science, the emission spectrum is given by
the modified black body radiation which is analogous to τ(ν)Bν(Td), where τ(ν) is the
optical depth and Bν(Td) the intensity of radiation of a Planck’s black body in the dust
temperature Td.

The non-spherical dust grains align their short axis with the magnetic field of the Galaxy
which is present everywhere. Then, they absorb radiation and they emit again with the
E vector preferentially polarized along their long axis (Andersson et al. 2015)[1]. The
levels of polarization are up to 20% exceeding those of CMB polarization which is about
5%. The linearly polarized radiation can be fully described by Stokes parameters and
the most common modeling of thermal dust polarized emission is presented below.

I is the intensity, Q and U the Stokes parameters for linear polarization and K the col-
umn density integrated along the line of sights. The equations used for the computation
of these quantities are:

I(n) ∝
∫ +∞

0
dr nd(r,n)

{
1 + p0

(2
3 − sin2 α(r,n)

)}
(1.9)

Q(n) ∝ p0

∫ +∞

0
dr nd(r,n) sin2 α(r,n) cos[2ψ(r,n)] (1.10)

U(n) ∝ p0

∫ +∞

0
dr nd(r,n) sin2 α(r,n) sin[2ψ(r,n)] (1.11)

K(n) ∝
∫ +∞

0
dr nd(r,n) . (1.12)

where r is the radial distance from the observer along the line-of-sight at sky position,
n. The different terms in the equation are:

• p0 is a parameter dependent on dust polarization properties (grain cross sections
and the degree of alignment with the magnetic field), taking a value of 0.25

• nd(r, n) is the three-dimensional dust grain density at position (r, n)
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1.2 Galactic Foregrounds

• α(r, n) is the inclination angle between the magnetic field and the line of sight
at (r, n)

• ψ(r, n) is the local polarization angle expressed as ψ(r, n) = 1
2 arctan

(−2Bθ(r,n)Bφ(r,n)
Bφ(r,n)2−Bθ(r,n)2

)
,

where Bθ and Bφ are the local transverse components of the magnetic field in the
local spherical coordinate basis (er, eθ, eφ) with eθ pointing towards the South
pole.

From the equations above, we conclude that I, Q and U depend only on the orientation
of magnetic field and not the amplitude while K does not depend on magnetic field at
all.

In the following figure (Fig. 1.4), the aforementioned angles are depicted.

Figure 1.4: Angle convention. (credit: Vincent Pelgrims)
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1. Introduction

1.2.2 Structure of Interstellar Dust Clouds

Interstellar clouds are regions in the interstellar medium with a higher than average
density containing dust and gas in atomic and molecular form. So, since dust is a
component of interstellar clouds it is important to study them in the framework of
Galactic CMB foregrounds.

Observations of HI interstellar clouds have offered the possibility to examine the struc-
ture of the diffuse ISM in detail. Particularly, it is believed that HI clouds have the
shape of filaments which are linear, high aspect ratio structures like threads (Clark et
al. 2014)[9]. It has been found that the orientations of these elongated structures cor-
relate with the orientation of the magnetic field as deduced from starlight polarization
data (Clark et al 2015).[8].

However, there is also evidence that the shape of the interstellar clouds is not filamen-
tary but sheet-like. The structure of clouds could be like a sheet which appears as a
filament due to projection effects if for example the line of sight is almost parallel to the
sheet and we observe it in a nearly tangential direction. (Kalberla et al. 2016)[17] The
cold neutral medium (CNM) is principally organized in sheets that look like filaments.
These filaments are correlated to dust ridges and they are aligned with the magnetic
field measured on the structures by Planck at 353 GHz (Kalberla et al. 2016)[17].
More pieces of evidence supporting sheet-like geometry come from SN explosions and
pulsar scattering (Brisken 2010; Spyromilio 1995; Suntzeff et al. 1988; Yang et al.
2016)[6][23][25][28].

In order to study the polarized radiation emitted by interstellar clouds, simulated cloud
models have been developed (Huffenberger et al. 2019) [16]. In these models, it is
assumed that the structure of the interstellar clouds is filamentary and it is modeled in
that way in order to explain statistical properties of the polarized dust maps while the
possibility of sheet-like geometry of the clouds is not considered. Consequently, it is
essential to investigate the degeneracy that might exist in the shape of interstellar clouds
and all possible sources of misinterpretation as well. For this reason, we simulate the
polarization of interstellar clouds with the software Asterion which will be described in
the next chapter. Using the results of these simulations, we compute the power spectra
as well as a few key physical quantities extracted from them.

14



2
Tools for Simulations and

Analysis of Dust Polarization
Skies

This chapter focuses on the tools used for the simulations and analysis of dust polariza-
tion skies. Firstly, we describe the software "Asterion" which is dedicated to this project
and produces simulations of dust polarization skies using virtual reality technologies
from computer game engines. Then, we describe the methods developed for producing
the I, Q, U maps, the HEALPix maps and the power spectra of our simulations.
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2. Tools for Simulations and Analysis of Dust Polarization Skies

2.1 Asterion
Asterion is a software developed by Fabian Fuchs in collaboration with Vincent Pel-
grims, designed to produce realistic simulations of dust polarization skies from our
Milky Way Galaxy, among other things. Using virtual reality engines, it allows for
an easy and thorough three-dimensional representation and visualization of the mag-
netized interstellar medium, allowing the user to fly through the Galactic space. This
software, which has been developed in parallel to our research project, simulates our
Galaxy as populated by dust clouds and magnetic field.

Asterion starts by populating the space with dust grains according to a large-scale
density distribution model that have been fitted to the actual dust sky (Pelgrims et
al. 2018) [19]. We choose to use the ARM4φ model which draws four logarithmic
spiral arms in the Galaxy (see below). An axisymmetric logarithmic spiral arm model,
sharing the same spiral pitch with the dust density distribution, is chosen as to model
the large-scale regular Galactic magnetic field.

According to the user specifications, a high-resolution simulation box is placed in a spe-
cific position of the three dimensional space, specified by sky coordinates and distance
from the observer. It is in this high-resolution simulation box that realistic clouds are
generated. In the following figure the aforementioned box is depicted (Fig. 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Simulation box inside which interstellar clouds are generated by Asterion
(left-hand side) and simulation box with dust clouds (right-hand side).
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2.1 Asterion

We could separate the process in three parts. Firstly, the dust clouds have to be placed
in the 3D space according to some law. Asterion includes two models of the Galaxy,
the exponential disk (ED) and 4 Spiral Arms (ARM4φ).

We choose to use the ARM4φ model because it is a better fit to the 3D dust density
distribution as we know that the stars and dust show spiral-arm features in the Milky
Way. In this model, the contributions of four logarithmic spiral arms are summed in
order to compute the dust density distribution. In this operation, and up to a relative
global amplitude, we assume that the arms are identical with a rotation of 90◦. The
dust density distribution has the following form.

nd(ρ, φ, z) = A0
exp(−(ρ− ρc)2/σ2

ρ)
(cosh(z/σz))2 S(ρ, φ) (2.1)

where the function S encodes the logarithmic spiral pattern as:

S(ρ, φ) =
∑
i

(
Ai exp

(
−(φ− φs,i)2

2φ2
0

))
(2.2)

with

φs,i = 1
tan(p) log(ρ/ρ0,i) , (2.3)

ρ0,i = exp (φ0,i tan(p)) , (2.4)

φ0,i =φ00 + i π/2 , (2.5)

where i = {1, 2, 3, 4}, φ00 the angular coordinate of the fourth arm at radial distance
of 1 kpc of the Galactic center and p the pitch angle of the logarithmic spirals. ARM4φ
model has nine free parameters: ρ0, ρc, z0, φ0, φ00, p and the three relative amplitudes.
Pelgrims et al. 2018 obtained the best-fit parameter values through a fit of a dust
intensity map from Planck at 353 GHz. These parameters are used as the default in
Asterion and are reported in Table 2.1.
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2. Tools for Simulations and Analysis of Dust Polarization Skies

parameters best-fit

σρ (kpc) 8.4
ρc (kpc) 6.0
σz (kpc) 0.7
p (◦) 28.0
φ00 (◦) 213.3
φ0 (◦) 26.0
Ai=2,3,4 {1.102, 2.284, 3.747}

Table 2.1: The free parameters of the dust density distribution models for the ARM4φ
model (Pelgrims & Macías-Pérez 2018) [19].

In the following figure (Fig. 2.2), we can see the values of the aforementioned parameters
in the Asterion environment.

Figure 2.2: Parameters of the Galaxy.

The second step refers to parameters related to interstellar clouds morphology. The
user is able to define the morphology type, the size parameters of the clouds, the
position and the 3D orientation of the longest axis of the structures with respect to the
orientation of the local magnetic field vector.

To build realistic simulation boxes and thus realistic polarization maps from the models,
Asterion relies on additional explicit and implicit constraints.

Firstly, the global amplitude of the dust density distribution model is adjusted so that

18



2.1 Asterion

the Galactic latitude profile computed from the resulting integrated dust extinction
map follows the empirical relation:

N(HI) = 3.7
| sin(b)| × 1020[cm−2] (2.6)

where N(HI) is the number of particles integrated along the line of sight and b is the
Galactic latitude of the line of sight. The matching of the computed and empirical
Galactic latitude profile is observed in the bottom right panel of the UI control panel
of Asterion shown in figure 2.2.

The total number of dust particles in the simulated box is then computed by the dust
density distribution model evaluated at the center of the simulated box multiplied by
its volume.

We then consider that the total dust content is divided in the warm and cold neutral
medium phases of the ISM (WNM and CNM, respectively). According to Heiles &
Troland 2003[13] the CNM accounts for 39% of the gas mass. Therefore, we assume
that 39% of the dust particles in the simulation box form clouds. We consider that the
remaining 61% is attributed to the WNM and corresponds to a very diffuse component
that follows the large scale density distribution model which, of course, contributes to
the polarization signal.

Finally, given the number density of dust particles in clouds (fixed by observation) and
given the volume of the dust clouds that we model, Asterion places randomly the cloud
structures in the simulated box such that the CNM is fully represented by clouds.

The values for the dust particles in clouds and the structure size are given in the
following tables along with other parameter values that we kept fixed for all our simu-
lations.
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shape parameters value

Filaments Background Density 0.61
Lengthmin (pc) 5.0
Lengthmax (pc) 20.0
Length ratio 20.0
Width ratio 2.0
Width random 0.5
Particle densitymin (cm−3) 10.0
Particle densitymax (cm−3) 70.0
Smoothing 5.0
Wiggle Intensity 0.003
Wiggle Correlation 0.001
Angle correlation 0.0

Sheets Background Density 0.61
Lengthmin (pc) 5.0
Lengthmax (pc) 20.0
Length ratio 20.0
Width ratio 15.0
Width random 5.0
Height ratio 2.0
Height random 1.0
Particle densitymin (cm−3) 10.0
Particle densitymax (cm−3) 70.0
Smoothing 5.0
Wiggle Intensity 0.003
Wiggle Correlation 0.001
Angle correlation 0.0

Table 2.2: Parameters and values that remained constant in our simulations for filaments
and sheets.
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The parameter we changed in our simulations is the offset angle, referred in Asterion
as magnetic angle, which is the cosine of the angle between the longest axis of the
structure and the direction of the magnetic field. The values of this angle cover the
range of 0◦-90◦with a step of 7.5◦.

We can see the parameters related to the dust clouds morphology in the figure below
(Fig. 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Parameters related to the morphology of the dust clouds.

In the final part, we have the possibility to define the position of the observer, the
longitude and latitude of the observation target, the size of the simulation box and its
distance from the Sun resulting in a particular angular resolution. In our simulations,
we set the size of the box to 200 pc and the distance to 300 pc deriving a constant
angular size = 36.87◦ for the front edge of the simulation box (see later). In order to
keep the number of clouds, their shape and their orientation constant while investigating
different values of the angle between the central line of sight and the magnetic field
vector (hereafter the viewing angle), we chose to make the observer moving around the
same observation target in a way depicted in figure 2.4. The observer is thus making
an excursion on a plane parallel to the Galactic plane (Z=0) so that the viewing angle
takes values between 0◦ and 90◦ by step of 7.5◦.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the observer excursion that is made in order to examine the
effect of the angle between the LOS and the local B field vector. The black square represents
the center of the simulated box including the clouds. The black circled dot is the Sun (at
Z = 0) and the blue dots represent the position of the observer. (credit: Vincent Pelgrims)

The following figure depicts this final step (Fig. 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Final step for the output.
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2.1 Asterion

For a given configuration setup the I, Q, U polarization maps and integrated column
density maps (K) are produced by Asterion. They correspond to the sky patch spans by
the high resolution simulation box and as seen from the observer position. The Asterion
outputs are .exr files, containing the maps, and a .csv file, recording all parameters of
the configuration setup, including the morpholgy of the clouds.

For the purposes of the work the production of outputs has been automated. Partic-
ularly, we need to produce by hand only the root files with the different offset angles.
Then, we extract from them 13 outputs in an automated way. These outputs have
the same offset angle with the root output but different viewing angles following the
process described above. In this way, we had the possibility to efficiently produce a lot
of outputs.
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2.2 Methods
In this section, the methods for producing our results are presented. Particularly, we
introduce the method we have developed to extract and use the I, Q, U maps returned
by Asterion in a high dynamic-range image format that is well suited for our scientific
analysis. Then, we focus on the process for the projection of maps in the HEALPix
format (Górski et al. 2005)[12] and finally we describe the method for the generation of
power spectra. The necessity to project Asterion output on HEALPix maps comes from
the fact that we rely on XPol (Tristam et al. 2005)[27] to compute the auto and cross
angular power spectra and that this code requires HEALPix maps as an input.

2.2.1 I,Q,U Maps

The first goal of the project was to find a way to analyze the outputs from "Asterion"
with the same tools that are commonly used to characterize real observations. This
required to be able to load the data in a Python environment in an automated way. For
this purpose, we developed a Python script that reads the .exr file. This step allows us
to produce figures of the outputs as shown in the figures in section 3. A code snippet
of the script is shown in Appendix.

The script opens and reads the .exr file. It takes as an input the values of "R", "G",
"B" or "A" channel dependent on which of the Stokes parameter we want to plot and
it creates a map. It is essential that the axes correspond to the longitude and latitude
of the observed region simulated with Asterion. For this task, the code is automated
to read the .csv file, take the longitude, latitude and the angular size, convert the
pixels into angular coordinates and project the correct axes of the map. This code is
able to be extensively used in a production mode, as it is required, for the statistical
analysis.

Furthermore, we created a mask to be applied on our maps. For simplicity we chose to
use a circular mask with a radius of 11.3◦, which is half the angular size of the back edge
of the simulation box. The mask was applied as it is essential to get rid of the artifacts
that arose because all the lines of sight (LOS) do not have similar paths through the
box. So, we have to keep only those lines of sight that cross the front and the back edge
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of the simulated box and throw away all the others. Moreover, the area covered by a
spherical cap of this opening angle is about 400 square degree which is the minimum
area at which Xpol, the program for the production of power spectra, has been proved
to be reliable (M. Tristram, private communication). Two informative figures that help
to visualize what is mentioned above are the following (Fig. 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Sketch of the simulated box showing the distance, the size of the box and the
angular size of its back edge(left-hand side) and the lines of sight showing the field of view
and the column density(right-hand side). (credit: Fabian Fuchs)
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2.2.2 HEALPix Maps

HEALPix is a software package related to the projection of maps in a 2-D sphere and
the pixelization where each pixel covers approximately the same surface area as every
other pixel (Calabretta & Roukema 2007; Górski et al. 2005) [7][12].

It was necessary to convert our maps to follow the HEALPix tesselation, as Xpol
requires as an entry full-sky maps registered onto such grid. The maps are arrays and
each element of them refers to a location in the sky. We set the resolution of the map by
the NSIDE parameter, which is generally a power of 2 and in our case NSIDE=2048.
The function "hp.nside2npix" gives the number of pixels, NPIX, of the map taking
as an argument the resolution NSIDE. Then, we use the function "hp.ang2vec" to
create vectors that represent the coordinates. Its arguments are the longitude and
latitude. After that, the function "hp.query_disc" is used which gives the indices of
pixels taking as inputs the resolution, the vectors and the radius. Next, we retrieve the
coordinates of each pixel with the function "hp.pix2ang" using the resolution and the
indices of pixels. Afterwards, the flat-sky coordinates of the HEALPix map pixel centers
that draw a circular region containing the squared outputs of Asterion are computed.
Then, we throw away the pixels which fall outside the square maps using the right
indices. Finally, we create the HEALPix maps utilizing "hp.UNSEEN" creating an
empty HEALPix map and then put the values of the square map into the right place
of the HEALPix map. An example of an intensity map that follows this tesselation is
the following (Fig. 2.7).

Figure 2.7: HEALPix map of intensity with offset angle=45◦and viewing angle=90◦.
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2.2.3 Angular Power Spectrum

One of our main goals was the computation of auto and cross angular-power spectra.
We used the software "Xpol" to compute them. As an input, Xpol requires full-sky
maps following the HEALPix tesselation.

For the computation of the power spectra there are some constraints imposed for the
multipole moment. The maximum value of ` is defined by the resolution. If the
resolution is small, we are not able to probe very small angular scales. As a result,
we should not include large values of `. The first estimation was about 1400 extracted
from the relation ` = π

θ , where θ is the angular scale and for the maximum ` we set
θ= angular size of the voxel. This value fixes the range of ` over which we computed
the power spectra using Xpol. However, it is necessary to take into account the fact
that there is a blur applied in Asterion. This blur, which acts similarly to a smoothing
process in the 3D space of the simulation box, is implemented to smooth any abrupt
transition of the particle density between structures and inter-structure space. Due to
this process, the maps have an effective resolution that is smaller than the resolution
estimated above which is difficult to estimate analytically. So, we decided to set `max
= 500 inspecting the several power spectra so as to avoid the ` region that is evidently
affected by the effective smoothing of the maps. In this region, the power spectrum is
damped and it does not follow the power law which characterizes the power spectrum
(Fig. 2.8).

The minimum value of ` is fixed so as to ensure that the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
is above 3. SNR is given by C`/σC` , where σC` is the analytical estimate from the
sampling variance given by the following relation.

σXXC` =
√

2
(2 ∗ `+ 1)fsky∆`bin

CXX` (2.7)

In multipoles where SNR is smaller than 3 (SNR<3) the power spectrum estimates are
not reliable enough regarding the sampling uncertainties. The SNR curve is shown in
Fig. 2.9 and, by definition, is independent on the C` values. We found that for SNR
higher than 3 we have to look at multipoles higher than 60. So, we decided to impose
` starting from 100 even though according to SNR we could set `min = 80. However,
this choice and slightly different choices, as well, do not lead to significant differences
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in our conclusions, as we investigated it by testing 10 different ` ranges. The standard
deviation coming from the selection of ` range is 0.05 for AEE` /ABB` , 0.04 for <EE/BB>
and 0.02 for <rTE>. These quantities are explained below.

Finally, the ` range for our power spectra is 100-500. An example of the auto-power
spectrum of intensity, the analytical estimate from the sampling variance as a function
of ` and the SNR follow (Figs. 2.8, 2.9).

Figure 2.8: The auto-power spectrum of intensity (left-hand side) and the the analytical
estimate from the sampling variance (right-hand side).

Figure 2.9: Signal to noise ratio (SNR) as a function of multipole moment `.
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After computing the angular power spectra, we made a power law fit to the auto power
spectra using the form DXX

` = AXX(`/80)aXX+2, where X ∈ {E,B}. For the power
law fit we took into account only the region of the power spectrum that we defined by
`min and `max. We evaluated D` by the following equation using the power C` from
our data.

DXX
` = `(`+ 1)C

XX
`

2π (2.8)

Then, we calculated the logarithm of D` and we used the function np.polyfit to produce
a straight line corresponding to the data. This function returns the coefficients b0 and
b1 of a 1st-degree polynomial y = b0x + b1. By taking the logarithm of the function
DXX
` = AXX(`/80)aXX+2 we have:

log(DXX
` ) = (aXX + 2)log`+ log( A

80a+2 ) (2.9)

As a result, b0 = aXX+2 and b1 = log A
80a+2 ⇒aXX = b0−2 and A = eb180aXX+2.

Consequently, we calculated the ratio DEE
` /DBB

` , which is also denoted as AEE` /ABB`

in the third chapter, and the slopes aEE and aBB for every power spectrum. We also
evaluated the mean ratio <EE/BB> from the data (<CEE` /CBB` >) and the mean cross
correlation of intensity and E-mode, <rTE>. The correlation coefficient is given by the
following equation.

rXY = CXYl√
CXXl × CY Yl

(2.10)

If there is perfect positive correlation, rXY=1 contrary to negative correlation where
rXY=-1. If there is not correlation, rXY=0. So, for TE the equation is

rTE = CTEl√
CTTl × CEEl

(2.11)

Summarizing, one of our goals is to investigate the degeneracy that might exist in
properties of the polarization power spectra of the interstellar clouds. For this reason,
we compute the TT, EE, BB and TE power spectra so as to study the quantities
extracted from them. These quantities are the EE/BB ratio and the rTE correlation
coefficient coming from the data and AEE` /ABB` and aEE , aBB coming from the power
law fit.
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3
Results

In this chapter we present our results. Firstly, a summarising scatter plot for both
filaments and sheets is reviewed as well as the degeneracy in the quantities <EE/BB>
and <rTE> that are extracted from it. Then, a statistical analysis with histograms
and scatter plots is presented.
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3.1 Scatter plot of all simulations

Figure 3.1: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> and <rTE>. Filaments are represented with
the triangles while sheets with the squares. Dark colours illustrate filaments or sheets,
dependent on their shape, with offset angle smaller than 25◦. ω is the offset angle.

In this scatter plot all simulations for filaments and sheets are gathered. Filaments are
represented with triangles while sheets with squares. The dark blue triangles illustrate
filaments with offset angle between the direction of the magnetic field and the longest
dimension of the cloud smaller than 25◦ and the dark red squares represent sheets with
offset angle smaller than 25◦. This separation is made because the longest axis of the
dust clouds, in the real sky, seem to be aligned with the magnetic field resulting in a
small offset angle.

Firstly, we notice that the <EE/BB> asymmetry is not as high as it is expected by
Planck measurements (Planck Collaboration 2016) [20]. According to Planck observa-
tions, the power ratio EE/BB is about 2, but in most cases of our simulations, the
value of this ratio is about 1, while there are cases where <EE/BB> is smaller than
1 and cases that <EE/BB> is larger than 1. However, the cases with <EE/BB> <
1 are fewer than cases of <EE/BB> >1. Moreover, it is important to notice that the
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3.1 Scatter plot of all simulations

majority of the filaments with the magnetic field almost aligned with their longest axes
(offset angle < 25◦) has the ratio <EE/BB> larger than 1 and in some cases <EE/BB>
is close to 2. There are also sheets with <EE/BB> >1 and close to 2, but the offset
angle of most of them is higher than 25◦.

We observe that in most cases <rTE> is close to zero for our simulations. There are also
positive and negative values, but according to Planck observations, the cross correlation
is positive in the real sky (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018) [21]. We notice a tighter
correlation between <rTE> and <EE/BB> for filaments than for sheets. For filaments
we see a clear tail at high <rTE> and high <EE/BB> which corresponds to small offset
angles. Small offset angles correspond to structures which are mostly parallel to the
magnetic field. Thus, the structure axes are mostly perpendicular to the polarization
direction. This produces mainly E-mode. However, there is B-mode as well because
of the wiggles in structures resulting to small deviations with the idealized picture.
Consequently, <EE/BB> is large and in this case a map of E-mode will roughly follow
the intensity T map and the cross-power spectrum will be positive.

Finally, this plot helps us to find cases of sheets and filaments that have similar
<EE/BB> and <rTE> as their points are overlapping or they are close to one an-
other. These cases of degeneracy are presented in detail next.
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3.2 Degeneracy
In Figure 3.1, there are many cases of degeneracy in the mean power ratio <EE/BB>
and the mean cross correlation <rTE> for sheets and filaments. In this section, we
display some of these cases.

The characteristics of these clouds are presented in tables while polarization maps for
I, Q, U and the power spectra for these filaments and sheets are cited afterwards.
Filaments are depicted on thw left and sheets on the right of the corresponding figures.
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Case 1
An interesting case is filaments and sheets with <EE/BB>∼ 1.8 (close to Planck results
[20]), in spite of the fact that their points are not so close as in other cases.

Figure 3.2: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> and rTE . The sheets and filaments of our interest
are indicated with an arrow.

structure quantities values

Filaments <EE/BB> 1.78
<rTE> 0.58
offset angle 0◦
viewing angle 90◦

Sheets <EE/BB> 1.82
<rTE> 0.57
offset angle 67.5◦
viewing angle 30◦

Table 3.1: Parameters of sheets and filaments.
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3. Results

(a) Polarization maps of intensity (I) for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(b) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter Q for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(c) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter U for filaments (left) and sheets (right).
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Figure 3.4: Power spectra of filaments (left) and sheets (right). The blue, yellow, green
and red lines represent TT, EE, BB and TE power spectra respectively. This colour
convention is used for all power spectra.

The ratio <EE/BB> for filaments and sheets of this case is about 1.8 and the cross
correlation of T and E about 0.58. The longest axes of filaments are aligned with the
magnetic field while the viewing angle is 90◦. These characteristics are consistent with
observations. On the other hand, the offset angle of sheets is 67.5◦ and the viewing
angle is 30◦.

Looking at their polarization maps, we notice that some of the sheets look like filaments.
Also, U is very faint, particularly for filaments. U is faint for all the simulations as
the local polarization angle is always close to 0◦or 180◦, because the magnetic field
vectors live in planes parallel to the Galactic disk. As a result, U is very faint since it
is proportional to sin(2ψ) according to this equation

U(n) ∝ p0

∫ +∞

0
dr nd(r,n) sin2 α(r,n) sin[2ψ(r,n)] (3.1)

In their power spectra diagrams, EE power is generally higher than BB power except
for few multipoles of sheets where BB is higher. Furthermore, we notice that even
though TE is positive, implying a positive correlation between intensity and E mode
polarization, there is a steep fall of TE for sheets resulting to negative values of TE
and <rTE> in the ` range 120-160.
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Case 2
Another case of <EE/BB> and <rTE> degeneracy is the following, where their points
are almost overlapping.

Figure 3.5: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> and rTE . The sheets and filaments of our interest
are indicated with an arrow.

structure quantities values

Filaments <EE/BB> 1.20
<rTE> 0.33
offset angle 0◦
viewing angle 37.5◦

Sheets <EE/BB> 1.21
<rTE> 0.32
offset angle 15◦
viewing angle 67.5◦

Table 3.2: Parameters of sheets and filaments.
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3.2 Degeneracy

(a) Polarization maps of intensity (I) for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(b) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter Q for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(c) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter U for filaments (left) and sheets (right).
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Figure 3.7: Power spectra of filaments (left) and sheets (right). The blue, yellow, green
and red lines represent TT, EE, BB and TE power spectra respectively.

The ratio <EE/BB> for filaments and sheets of this case is about 1.2 and the cross
correlation of T and E is about 0.33. The offset angle for filaments is 0◦ and the viewing
angle is 37.5◦. Respectively, the offset angle for sheets is 15◦ and the viewing angle is
67.5◦. In this case, the magnetic field is aligned with the structures, as it is expected
by observations.

We also notice that sheets resemble filaments in their polarization maps. Furthermore,
according to power spectra EE and BB power are very close to one another. Focusing
on filaments, BB power is higher than EE power in low multipoles (for large angular
scales) contrary to large multipoles where EE dominates. In sheets, we see that EE
and BB power are mixed more than in filaments but finally the two structures present
the same <EE/BB>.
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Case 3

Figure 3.8: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> and rTE . The sheets and filaments of our interest
are indicated with an arrow.

structure quantities values

Filaments <EE/BB> 1.14
<rTE> 0.41
offset angle 45◦
viewing angle 82.5◦

Sheets <EE/BB> 1.14
<rTE> 0.42
offset angle 7.5◦
viewing angle 82.5◦

Table 3.3: Parameters of sheets and filaments.
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3. Results

(a) Polarization maps of intensity (I) for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(b) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter Q for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(c) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter U for filaments (left) and sheets (right).
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Figure 3.10: Power spectra of filaments (left) and sheets (right). The blue, yellow, green
and red lines represent TT, EE, BB and TE power spectra respectively.

The ratio <EE/BB> for filaments and sheets of this case is about 1.14 and the cross
correlation of T and E is about 0.41. The offset angle is 45◦ and the viewing angle
is 82.5◦. The magnetic field of sheets is almost aligned with their longest axes (offset
angle =7.5◦) and the viewing angle is 82.5◦.

In these cases, EE and BB power are very close to one another and in some multipoles
EE is higher than BB while in others BB dominates over EE. However, as in the
previous cases the <EE/BB> for sheets and filaments is the same. Also, even though
TE is positive, there is a steep fall in filaments’ power spectrum in low multipoles.
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Case 4

Figure 3.11: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> and rTE . The sheets and filaments of our interest
are indicated with an arrow.

structure quantities values

Filaments <EE/BB> 1.35
<rTE> -0.08
offset angle 90◦
viewing angle 37.5◦

Sheets <EE/BB> 1.35
<rTE> -0.09
offset angle 67.5◦
viewing angle 82.5◦

Table 3.4: Parameters of sheets and filaments.
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(a) Polarization maps of intensity (I) for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(b) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter Q for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(c) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter U for filaments (left) and sheets (right).
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Figure 3.13: Power spectra of filaments (left) and sheets (right). The blue, yellow, green
and red lines represent TT, EE, BB and TE power spectra respectively.

The ratio <EE/BB> for filaments and sheets of this case is about 1.35 and the cross
correlation of T and E is -0.08. The offset angle is 90◦ and the viewing angle is 37.5◦for
filaments. Respectively, the offset angle is 67.5◦ and the viewing angle is 82.5◦for
sheets.

Looking at their polarization maps, we notice that they have similar structures since
these sheets really look like filaments. In addition, we notice that the EE power exceeds
the BB power in filaments, while they are very close to one another in sheets and EE
is slightly higher in some multipoles and BB in other.
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Case 5
We zoom in the crowded area of the scatter plot.

Figure 3.14: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> and rTE . The sheets and filaments of our interest
are indicated with an arrow.

structure quantities values

Filaments <EE/BB> 0.97
<rTE> -0.02
offset angle 15◦
viewing angle 7.5◦

Sheets <EE/BB> 0.97
<rTE> -0.02
offset angle 0◦
viewing angle 45◦

Table 3.5: Parameters of sheets and filaments.
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3. Results

(a) Polarization maps of intensity (I) for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(b) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter Q for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(c) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter U for filaments (left) and sheets (right).
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Figure 3.16: Power spectra of filaments (left) and sheets (right). The blue, yellow, green
and red lines represent TT, EE, BB and TE power spectra respectively.

The ratio <EE/BB> for filaments and sheets of this case is 0.97 and the cross correla-
tion of T and E is -0.02. The filaments have an offset angle 15◦ and the viewing angle
is 7.5◦. Respectively, the offset angle is 0◦ and the viewing angle is 45◦for sheets.

According to polarization maps, their structures differ. Filaments look like spots and
sheets resemble filaments. We also notice by the power spectra that the degree of
polarization is low for filaments because of the small viewing angle.
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Case 6

Figure 3.17: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> and rTE . The sheets and filaments of our interest
are indicated with an arrow.

structure quantities values

Filaments <EE/BB> 0.98
<rTE> 0.07
offset angle 67.5◦
viewing angle 7.5◦

Sheets <EE/BB> 0.98
<rTE> 0.07
offset angle 52.5◦
viewing angle 67.5◦

Table 3.6: Parameters of sheets and filaments.
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3.2 Degeneracy

(a) Polarization maps of intensity (I) for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(b) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter Q for filaments (left) and sheets (right).

(c) Polarization maps of Stokes parameter U for filaments (left) and sheets (right).
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Figure 3.19: Power spectra of filaments (left) and sheets (right). The blue, yellow, green
and red lines represent TT, EE, BB and TE power spectra respectively.

The ratio <EE/BB> for filaments and sheets of this case is 0.98 and the cross corre-
lation of T and E is about 0.07. The offset angle for filaments is 67.5◦ and the viewing
angle is 7.5◦. The offset angle for sheets is 52.5◦ and the viewing angle is 67.5◦.

Their polarization maps are very different despite the fact that there is degeneracy in
<EE/BB> and <rTE>. As in the previous case, the degree of polarization is low for
filaments because of the small viewing angle.
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3.3 Statistical analysis
For our study, we produced 338 simulations of interstellar dust clouds. We classi-
fied our results and we extracted histograms and scatter plots of the mean power
ratio <AEE/ABB> computed by the power law fit, the mean power ratio of the data
<EE/BB>, the slopes aEE , aBB of the power law function and the mean cross corre-
lation of intensity and E mode <rTE>. We also computed the Spearman correlation
between every aforementioned quantity and the viewing angle. Spearman correlation
is a measure of the association between two rank variables.

We present the histograms and scatter plots of the aforementioned quantities as a
function of viewing angle with constant offset angle in every case. The values of viewing
angle cover the range of 0◦-90◦ with a step of 7.5◦ and respectively, the magnetic field-
structure offset angle covers the range of 0◦-90◦ with a step of 7.5◦, as well.
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For offset angle = 90◦ :

Figure 3.20: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=90◦.

Figure 3.21: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=90◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.40 for filaments
and rs=0.48 for sheets.
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Figure 3.22: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=90◦.

Figure 3.23: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=90◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.43 for filaments and
rs=0.53 for sheets.
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Figure 3.24: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=90◦.

Figure 3.25: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=90◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=0.74 and rsBB=0.43
for filaments and rsEE=0.05 and rsBB=0.23 for sheets.
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Figure 3.26: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset angle=90◦.

Figure 3.27: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=90◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=-0.41 for filaments and rs=-
0.66 for sheets.
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Figure 3.28: Histograms of < p > for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=90◦.

The Spearman correlation is rs=1 for both filaments and sheets. <p> is the degree of
polarization and these plots are the same for all offset angles.
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For offset angle = 82.5◦ :

Figure 3.29: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=82.5◦.

Figure 3.30: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=82.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.48 for filaments
and rs=0.58 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.31: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=82.5◦.

Figure 3.32: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=82.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.46 for filaments and
rs=0.59 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.33: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=82.5◦.

Figure 3.34: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB and viewing angle for filaments (left) and sheets
(right) for offset angle=82.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=0.79 and rsBB=0.51
for filaments and rsEE=-0.08 and rsBB=0.33 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.35: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=82.5◦.

Figure 3.36: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=82.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=-0.30 for filaments and rs=-
0.51 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 75◦ :

Figure 3.37: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=75◦.

Figure 3.38: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=75◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.69 for filaments
and rs=0.30 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.39: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=75◦.

Figure 3.40: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=75◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.67 for filaments and
rs=0.43 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.41: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=75◦.

Figure 3.42: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=75◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=0.76 and rsBB=0.51
for filaments and rsEE=-0.05 and rsBB=0.38 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.43: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset angle=75◦.

Figure 3.44: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=75◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=-0.40 for filaments and rs=-
0.24 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 67.5◦ :

Figure 3.45: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=67.5◦.

Figure 3.46: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=67.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.66 for filaments
and rs=-0.11 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.47: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=67.5◦.

Figure 3.48: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=67.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.69 for filaments and
rs=-0.03 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.49: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=67.5◦.

Figure 3.50: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=67.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=0.34 and rsBB=0.26
for filaments and rsEE=-0.23 and rsBB=0.45 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.51: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=67.5◦.

Figure 3.52: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=67.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=-0.22 for filaments and rs=-
0.07 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 60◦ :

Figure 3.53: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=60◦.

Figure 3.54: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=60◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.0 for filaments
and rs=-0.29 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.55: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=60◦.

Figure 3.56: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=60◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.05 for filaments and
rs=-0.29 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.57: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=60◦.

Figure 3.58: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=60◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=0.34 and rsBB=0.58
for filaments and rsEE=-0.13 and rsBB=-0.08 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.59: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset angle=60◦.

Figure 3.60: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=60◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=-0.12 for filaments and
rs=0.16 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 52.5◦ :

Figure 3.61: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=52.5◦.

Figure 3.62: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=52.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=-0.04 for filaments
and rs=-0.58 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.63: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=52.5◦.

Figure 3.64: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=52.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=-0.05 for filaments
and rs=-0.59 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.65: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=52.5◦.

Figure 3.66: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=52.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=0.22 and rsBB=0.62
for filaments and rsEE=-0.21 and rsBB=0.15 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.67: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=52.5◦.

Figure 3.68: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=52.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=0.10 for filaments and rs=0.27
for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 45◦ :

Figure 3.69: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=45◦.

Figure 3.70: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=45◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=-0.09 for filaments
and rs=-0.55 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.71: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=45◦.

Figure 3.72: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=45◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=-0.12 for filaments
and rs=-0.58 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.73: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=45◦.

Figure 3.74: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=45◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=0.09 and rsBB=0.59
for filaments and rsEE=-0.27 and rsBB=0.08 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.75: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset angle=45◦.

Figure 3.76: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=45◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=0.38 for filaments and rs=0.59
for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 37.5◦ :

Figure 3.77: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=37.5◦.

Figure 3.78: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=37.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.03 for filaments
and rs=-0.65 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.79: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=37.5◦.

Figure 3.80: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=37.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=-0.04 for filaments
and rs=-0.66 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.81: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=37.5◦.

Figure 3.82: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=37.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=-0.02 and rsBB=0.32
for filaments and rsEE=-0.38 and rsBB=-0.27 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.83: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=37.5◦.

Figure 3.84: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=37.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=0.81 for filaments and rs=0.73
for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 30◦ :

Figure 3.85: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=30◦.

Figure 3.86: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=30◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.69 for filaments
and rs=-0.56 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.87: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=30◦.

Figure 3.88: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=30◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.71 for filaments and
rs=-0.56 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.89: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=30◦.

Figure 3.90: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=30◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=-0.20 and rsBB=-
0.03 for filaments and rsEE=-0.62 and rsBB=-0.55 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.91: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset angle=30◦.

Figure 3.92: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=30◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=0.92 for filaments and rs=0.66
for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 22.5◦ :

Figure 3.93: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=22.5◦.

Figure 3.94: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=22.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.80 for filaments
and rs=-0.18 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.95: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=22.5◦.

Figure 3.96: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=22.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.80 for filaments and
rs=-0.19 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.97: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=22.5◦.

Figure 3.98: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=22.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=-0.62 and rsBB=-
0.61 for filaments and rsEE=-0.68 and rsBB=-0.66 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.99: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=22.5◦.

Figure 3.100: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=22.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=0.98 for filaments and rs=0.70
for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 15◦ :

Figure 3.101: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=15◦.

Figure 3.102: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for
offset angle=15◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.94 for filaments
and rs=0.23 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.103: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=15◦.

Figure 3.104: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=15◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.94 for filaments and
rs=0.23 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.105: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=15◦.

Figure 3.106: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=15◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=-0.50 and rsBB=-
0.74 for filaments and rsEE=-0.59 and rsBB=-0.80 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.107: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=15◦.

Figure 3.108: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=15◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=0.98 for filaments and rs=0.65
for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 7.5◦ :

Figure 3.109: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=7.5◦.

Figure 3.110: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for
offset angle=7.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.92 for filaments
and rs=0.03 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.111: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=7.5◦.

Figure 3.112: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=7.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.93 for filaments and
rs=-0.04 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.113: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=7.5◦.

Figure 3.114: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=7.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=-0.66 and rsBB=-
0.74 for filaments and rsEE=-0.69 and rsBB=-0.76 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.115: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=7.5◦.

Figure 3.116: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=7.5◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=0.97 for filaments and rs=0.70
for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

For offset angle = 0◦ :

Figure 3.117: Histograms of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=0◦.

Figure 3.118: Scatter plots of <AEE/ABB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for
offset angle=0◦.

The Spearman correlation of <AEE/ABB> and viewing angle is rs=0.88 for filaments
and rs=0.58 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.119: Histograms of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=0◦.

Figure 3.120: Scatter plots of <EE/BB> for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=0◦.

The Spearman correlation of <EE/BB> and viewing angle is rs=0.91 for filaments and
rs=0.52 for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.121: Histograms of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=0◦.

Figure 3.122: Scatter plots of aEE , aBB for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=0◦.

The Spearman correlation of aEE , aBB and viewing angle is rsEE=-0.76 and rsBB=-
0.60 for filaments and rsEE=-0.70 and rsBB=-0.74 for sheets.
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3. Results

Figure 3.123: Histograms of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset angle=0◦.

Figure 3.124: Scatter plots of rTE for filaments (left) and sheets (right) for offset
angle=0◦.

The Spearman correlation of rTE and viewing angle is rs=0.93 for filaments and rs=0.84
for sheets.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Putting all the data together we produce the following histograms.

Figure 3.125: Histogram of <AEE/ABB> for all simulations. The blue line represents
the filaments and the orange line the sheets.

structure statistical quantities values

Filaments median 0.98
mode 0.96
min 0.72
max 1.8

Sheets median 1.08
mode 0.97
min 0.50
max 1.76

Table 3.7: Statistical quantities of sheets and filaments extracted from the histogram of
<AEE/ABB>.
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3. Results

Figure 3.126: Histogram of <EE/BB> for all simulations. The blue line represents the
filaments and the orange line the sheets.

structure statistical quantities values

Filaments median 1.02
mode 1.00
min 0.73
max 1.92

Sheets median 1.12
mode 1.00
min 0.51
max 1.82

Table 3.8: Statistical quantities of sheets and filaments extracted from the histogram of
<EE/BB>.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.127: Histogram of aEE and aBB for all simulations. The blue line represents
the slope aEE for filaments and the orange line for the sheets.The green line displays the
slope aBB for filaments and the red for sheets.

structure statistical quantities values

Filaments median -2.38
mode -2.28
min -3.15
max -1.86

Sheets median -2.26
mode -2.42
min -5.06
max -1.42

Table 3.9: Statistical quantities of aEE for sheets and filaments.

structure statistical quantities values

Filaments median -2.38
mode -2.54
min -2.91
max -1.78

Sheets median -2.22
mode -2.04
min -5.06
max -1.61

Table 3.10: Statistical quantities of aBB for sheets and filaments.
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3. Results

Figure 3.128: Histogram of <rTE> for all simulations. The blue line represents the
filaments and the orange line the sheets.

structure statistical quantities values

Filaments median 0.03
mode 0.03
min -0.41
max 0.63

Sheets median -0.05
mode -0.01
min -0.55
max 0.57

Table 3.11: Statistical quantities of <rTE> for sheets and filaments.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Our statistical analysis leads us to the following conclusions.

Firstly, we notice that generally the quantities present similar behaviour for filaments
and sheets as a function of viewing angle. In addition, the two power ratios <AEE/ABB>,
which is extracted from the power law fit, and <EE/BB>, which is computed directly
from the data, are similar. Consequently, everything mentioned about <EE/BB> is
true for <AEE/ABB> as well.

Even though the <EE/BB> asymmetry is not as high as it is expected by Planck
measurements (<EE/BB>∼2) (Planck Collaboration 2016) [20], our results suggest a
consistency between theory and observations. In most cases, the value of <EE/BB>
is about 1, while there are cases where <EE/BB> < 1 and cases where <EE/BB> >
1. However, for the majority of the filaments with the magnetic field almost aligned
with their longest axes, so for small offset angles, their <EE/BB> is larger than 1 and
in some cases <EE/BB> is close to 2. According to theory, the alignment between
structures and magnetic field generate more E mode power than B mode (Bracco et al.
2019; Zaldarriaga 2001) [5][29].

There is also positive correlation with viewing angle for big offset angles which becomes
negative as offset angle goes to angles smaller than 60◦ and particularly sheets’ Spear-
man correlation is more negative. As a result, for angles close to 45◦ we notice that
<EE/BB> is smaller than 1 for the most of viewing angles and especially for α=90◦

where the polarized signal is maximized. This is expected as according to Zaldarriaga
2001 [29], we expect maximum EE for ω= 0◦ and 90◦ and maximum BB for ω = 45◦

and 135◦.

Sheets and filaments present different behaviour in ω=30 and 22.5◦ as <EE/BB>
decreases while α increases contrary to filaments. Then, as ω decreases more, the
Spearman correlation for sheets rises and becomes again positive in ω=0◦. Filaments
continue to have positive correlation.

Moreover, according to scatter plots and Spearman correlation, <rTE> demonstrates
similar behaviour for sheets and filaments as a function of viewing angle. For ω=90, 82.5
and 75◦ we notice that rTE takes mostly negative values for filaments while sheets have
positive values too. This is expected as according to Planck Collaboration 2016 [20] in
places from diffuse ISM to molecular clouds the magnetic field is mostly perpendicular
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3. Results

to the structures and this would conduct to negative rTE (Bracco et al. 2019) [5].
There is also negative correlation between rTE and α for both structures.

As ω decreases we see that the correlation between <rTE> and α increases and it
becomes positive. In addition, the values of <rTE> for filaments increase and we see
more positive values than in big offset angles. In contrast, sheets have both positive
and negative values for <rTE>.

Then, the values of aEE and aBB present similar values for filaments and sheets and
they are consistent with observations since Planck Collaboration gives the slopes ∼
2.42 (Planck Collaboration 2016) [20].

We, also, conducted a two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test which informs us if the
null hypothesis that the distributions of filaments and sheets are drawn from the same
parent distribution is true. The KS p-value for <AEE/ABB> is ∼1%, for <EE/BB>
is ∼0.1% and for the slope aEE is ∼ 10−6%, aBB is ∼ 10−3% and for <rTE> is ∼1%.
Consequently, we reject the null hypothesis.

It is important to discuss the limitations imposed by the modelling. Firstly, we are
considering only 13 offset angles and 13 viewing angles for our simulations. Producing
more realizations with more viewing angles will lead us to more reliable conclusions.
Another important limitation is the fact that we are not simulating the full path of lines
of sight through the Galaxy at high resolution. Structures of the ISM are resolved only
in the high-resolution simulation box which is located relatively nearby and extends
over 200 pc. Having structures all way out through the Galaxy add structures at the
map level. This would alter the power spectra, possibly adding more power at large
`, and thus, reducing the slopes of the power spectra. Consequently, the quantities
extracted from power spectra may change a little.

In addition to the aforementioned limitations is the fact that we assume a uniform
magnetic field orientation throughout the box. This is an approximation because there
is turbulence in the ISM at small scales (< 100 pc). Adding more elaborated magnetic
field configurations would be one of the next milestone in Asterion. This would also
affect the results of the power spectra.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Scatter plots with constant viewing angle

We also produced scatter plots of <EE/BB> and <rTE> as a function of offset angle
with constant viewing angles for filaments and sheets in order to extract more infor-
mation from our data.

Figure 3.129: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> as a function of offset angle for every viewing
angle (filaments).

The conclusions are very interesting as they are in agreement with theory. According
to Zaldarriaga 2001 [29], EE is maximized for ω= 0◦ and 90◦ and BB is maximized for
ω = 45◦ and 135◦. This is exactly what we see in this scatter plot in larger viewing
angles where the polarized signal is maximized. For small viewing angles, the E and
B mode asymmetry is smaller, close to one, and approximately constant with some
fluctuations.
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3. Results

Figure 3.130: Scatter plot of <rTE> as a function of offset angle for every viewing angle
(filaments).

According to this scatter plot, there is an anti-correlation between <rTE> and the
offset angle. So, negative values of <rTE> correspond to large offset angles as it is
expected for magnetic field mostly perpendicular to the structures (Bracco et al. 2019)
[5]. Also, <rTE> is positive for small offset angles, as it is consistent with theory and
observations. However, in α< 25◦, we notice that <rTE> is negative for small offset
angles and it is close to zero for the rest of the offset angles. According to Planck data
rTE ≈ 0.35 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018) [21]. This value corresponds to the
following couples of angles:

(offset angle, viewing angle) (◦)

(0,37.5)
(7.5,37.5)
(15,37.5)
(22.5,52.5)
(22.5,45)
(30,67.5)
(30,60)
(37.5,75)
(52.5,82.5)

Table 3.12: Offset and viewing angles corresponding to rTE ≈ 0.35.
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3.3 Statistical analysis

Figure 3.131: Scatter plot of <EE/BB> as a function of offset angle for every viewing
angle (sheets).

This scatter plot looks different from the one for filaments. However, there are similar-
ities if we study it carefully. In big viewing angles, we see that for offset angles close to
0◦ and 90◦ EE power is higher than BB power while close to 45◦ there is a minimum
of <EE/BB> ratio as expected by theory. In smaller viewing angles, the behaviour of
<EE/BB> is strange as there are cases where <EE/BB> is approximately constant
with some fluctuations and other cases where in ω=45◦ the ratio is maximized.
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3. Results

Figure 3.132: Scatter plot of <rTE> as a function of offset angle for every viewing angle
(sheets).

In this scatter plot, we notice an anti-correlation between <rTE> and the offset angle
for big viewing angles. As a result, negative values of <rTE> correspond to large
offset angles as it is expected (Bracco et al. 2019) [5]. Also, <rTE> is positive for
small offset angles, as it is consistent with theory and observations but not for angles
6 45◦. Generally, in low viewing angles <rTE> is negative. The angles corresponding
to Planck data rTE ≈ 0.35 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018) [21] are ω 6 37.5 with
α= 67.5◦ or 90◦ and ω=75◦ with α= 30◦.

Obviously, it is more difficult to build expectations for sheets. As a result, we need
more simulations to reach a valuable conclusion for sheets.
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4
Conclusion

The search for the primordial B-mode in the polarization of CMB radiation calls for
the understanding and characterization of the Galactic foregrounds in order to remove
their contribution to the maps of polarized microwave sky. In this framework, the dust
clouds of the magnetized interstellar medium are considered as filamentary structures
by the CMB community and they are modelled in this way. However, it has been
established for some time by the radio astrophysics community that interstellar dust
clouds are most likely sheet structures according to observations.

In this project, we investigated whether the morphology of the dust clouds has an
impact on the statistical characterization of the polarized emission. To realize this
investigation, we simulated interstellar clouds with both types of structure, using the
software "Asterion". Then, we produced synthetic polarization maps and their power
spectra and computed some interesting quantities like <EE/BB> ratio and the cross
correlation of intensity and E-mode (rTE) extracted from the power spectra.

Our results about filaments are consistent with theoretical predictions and observations.
For filamentary structures aligned with the magnetic field, something that seems to be
true in nature, the power ratio <EE/BB> is ∼ 2 as expected by Planck measurements
(Planck Collaboration 2016) [20]. Moreover, for large viewing angles (between magnetic
field and the line of sight), where polarization is maximized, EE power of filaments is
maximized for offset angle (between the longest axes of structures and magnetic field) ω
= 0◦ and 90◦ and BB power is maximized for ω = 45◦. This behaviour is in agreement
with the theory according to Zaldarriaga 2001 [29].

Also, for viewing angles bigger than 25◦, we found positive values of mean cross corre-
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4. Conclusion

lation between intensity T and E mode power (rTE) for small offset angles and negative
values for big offset angles. This is also expected as in small offset angles <EE/BB>
is larger which implies that E mode is bigger than B mode and so E-mode will roughly
follow the intensity T. As a result, <rTE> > 0. Respectively, negative values of (rTE)
are expected for magnetic field almost perpendicular to the structures (Bracco et al.
2019)[5].

Sheets present similarities and differences with filaments in their behaviour. Expecta-
tions for sheets are less straightforward and need to be investigated by producing more
simulations. However, it is important to note that it is the first time that a statistical
analysis for sheet-like interstellar clouds is conducted.

Then, the values of the slopes of the auto power spectra aEE and aBB present similar
values for filaments and sheets and they are consistent with Planck observations (∼
2.42) (Planck Collaboration 2016) [20].

In addition, we found that there is degeneracy between sheets and filaments in quantities
extracted from their power spectra as well as with their apparent shape, at the map
level.

Overall, we have the possibility, using Asterion, to compute meaningful power spec-
tra for filamentary structures, analyze them and extract conclusions consistent with
theoretical expectations. We can also compute power spectra for sheets and conduct
statistical comparison between sheets and filaments making it possible to highlight de-
generacies at map and power spectrum level. At this point according to our results,
values of EE/BB and rTE given for the real sky could both come from filaments and
sheets. However, more simulations and developments are needed to explore whether
the shape of the dust clouds might be important for foregrounds characterization, thus
for CMB science and B-mode searches in particular.
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A
Appendix

Listing A.1: Python script for the production of polarization maps.

1 import OpenEXR , Imath
2 import numpy as np
3 import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
4 import pandas as pd
5
6 plt. rcParams [’font.size ’] = 14.
7
8 preffix =’s- d300s200b40 - o0707_Nview13 -id’
9 suffix =’00’
10 mydir = ’/home/anna/ Desktop / Masterthesis / Asterion0 .30 _Linux /←↩

Asterion / Output /’
11 snapshotname = preffix + suffix
12
13 df = pd. read_csv (mydir+ preffix + suffix +’.csv ’)
14 #
15 d = df[’OB_Distance ’][0] # distance observer - front edge ←↩

[pc]
16 s = df[’OB_Size ’][0] # size of the simulated box [pc]
17 d_center = d + s/2.
18 #
19 lat = df[’OB_Latitude ’][0] # center latitude [deg]
20 lon = df[’OB_Longitude ’][0] # center longitude [deg]
21 ang = df[’AngularSize ’][0] # angular size of the output [deg←↩

]
22
23 theta=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
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24 phi=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
25 mask=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
26 pixang =2* np. arctan (s/2. / (d+s))
27 #print ( pixang *180/ np.pi)
28 r0= pixang /2*180/ np.pi
29 print (r0)
30 for i in range (0 ,512):
31 for j in range (0 ,512):
32 theta[i,j]=lat -ang /2+i*ang /512
33 #print (theta[i,j])
34 phi[i,j]=lon -ang /2+j*ang /512
35 dist=np.sqrt (( theta[i,j] - lat)**2 + (phi[i,j]-lon)**2)
36 #print (dist)
37 if (dist <r0) or (dist ==r0):
38 mask[i,j]=1
39
40 pt = Imath. PixelType (Imath. PixelType .FLOAT)
41 file = OpenEXR . InputFile (mydir+ snapshotname +’.exr ’)
42 dw = file. header ()[’dataWindow ’]
43 size = (dw.max.x - dw.min.x + 1, dw.max.y - dw.min.y + 1)
44 #print (size)
45 colstrR = file. channel (’R’, pt) #you can change the colour ←↩

here putting ’R’, ’G’, ’B’ or ’A’
46 colourR = np. frombuffer (colstrR , dtype = np. float32 )
47 colourR .shape = (size [1], size [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , col←↩

)
48
49
50 plt. figure ()
51 plt. imshow ( colourR *mask , vmin =0, vmax =8.5 , extent = [lon -( ang←↩

/2) , lon +( ang /2) , lat -( ang /2) , lat +( ang /2)], cmap=plt.cm.←↩
RdBu_r )

52 plt. xlabel (r’Longitude [${}^\ circ$]’,fontsize =10)
53 plt. ylabel (r’Latitude [${}^\ circ$]’,fontsize =10)
54
55 plt. colorbar ()
56 plt.title(’I’)
57
58 plt. savefig (’I_’+ snapshotname +’.png ’, bbox_inches =’tight ’)
59 np.save(’I_’+ snapshotname , colourR )
60 plt.show ()
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61
62 colstrG = file. channel (’G’, pt) #you can change the colour ←↩

here putting ’R’, ’G’, ’B’ or ’A’
63 colourG = np. frombuffer (colstrG , dtype = np. float32 )
64 colourG .shape = (size [1], size [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , col←↩

)
65 colstrB = file. channel (’B’, pt) #you can change the colour ←↩

here putting ’R’, ’G’, ’B’ or ’A’
66 colourB = np. frombuffer (colstrB , dtype = np. float32 )
67 colourB .shape = (size [1], size [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , col←↩

)
68
69
70 MG= colourG [0 ,0]
71 for i in range (0 ,512):
72 for j in range (0 ,512):
73 if colourG [i,j]>MG:
74 MG= colourG [i,j]
75
76
77 mG= colourG [0 ,0]
78 for i in range (0 ,512):
79 for j in range (0 ,512):
80 if colourG [i,j]<mG:
81 mG= colourG [i,j]
82
83
84
85 MB= colourB [0 ,0]
86 for i in range (0 ,512):
87 for j in range (0 ,512):
88 if colourB [i,j]>MB:
89 MB= colourB [i,j]
90
91
92 mB= colourB [0 ,0]
93 for i in range (0 ,512):
94 for j in range (0 ,512):
95 if colourB [i,j]<mB:
96 mB= colourB [i,j]
97
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98
99 if mB <mG:

100 m=mB
101 else:
102 m=mG
103
104 if MB <MG:
105 M=MG
106 else:
107 M=MB
108 if abs(m)>abs(M):
109 k=abs(m)
110 else:
111 k=abs(M)
112
113 k=k*0.5
114
115 plt. figure ()
116 plt. imshow ( colourG *mask , vmin=-k, vmax=k, extent = [lon -( ang /2)←↩

, lon +( ang /2) , lat -( ang /2) , lat +( ang /2)], cmap=plt.cm.←↩
RdBu_r )

117 plt. xlabel (r’Longitude [${}^\ circ$]’,fontsize =10)
118 plt. ylabel (r’Latitude [${}^\ circ$]’,fontsize =10)
119
120 plt. colorbar ()
121 plt.title(’Q’)
122 #plt. savefig (’ Q_f_400_200_0_40 .pdf ’)
123 plt. savefig (’Q_’+ snapshotname +’.png ’, bbox_inches =’tight ’)
124 np.save(’Q_’+ snapshotname , colourG )
125 plt.show ()
126
127
128 plt. figure ()
129 plt. imshow ( colourB *mask , vmin=-k, vmax=k, extent = [lon -( ang /2)←↩

, lon +( ang /2) , lat -( ang /2) , lat +( ang /2)], cmap=plt.cm.←↩
RdBu_r )

130 plt. xlabel (r’Longitude [${}^\ circ$]’,fontsize =10)
131 plt. ylabel (r’Latitude [${}^\ circ$]’,fontsize =10)
132 plt. colorbar ()
133 plt.title(’U’)
134 plt. savefig (’U_’+ snapshotname +’.png ’, bbox_inches =’tight ’)

126



135 np.save(’U_’+ snapshotname , colourB )
136 plt.show ()
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Listing A.2: Python script for the production of HEALPix maps and Power Spectra.
(Credit: Vincent Pelgrims)

1 import OpenEXR , Imath
2 import numpy as np
3 import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
4 import healpy as hp
5 import pandas as pd
6 import xpol
7
8 import time
9
10 mydir = ’/home/anna/ Desktop / Masterthesis / Asterion0 .30 _Linux /←↩

Asterion /’
11
12 preffix = ’Output /s- d300s200b40 - o050_Nview13 -id’
13
14 n_views = 13
15
16 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #←↩

# # # #
17 # basic functions for map manipulations
18 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #←↩

# # # #
19
20 def sph_er (t,p):
21 x = np.sin(t)*np.cos(p)
22 y = np.sin(t)*np.sin(p)
23 z = np.cos(t)
24 return np. asarray ([x,y,z])
25
26 def sph_et (t,p):
27 x = np.cos(t)*np.cos(p)
28 y = np.cos(t)*np.sin(p)
29 z = -np.sin(t)
30 return np. asarray ([x,y,z])
31
32 def sph_ep (t,p):
33 x = -np.sin(p)
34 y = np.cos(p)
35 z = 0 * t
36 return np. asarray ([x,y,z])
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37
38 def set_xy (t,p,tc ,pc):
39 er = sph_er (t,p)
40 er_t = sph_et (tc ,pc)
41 er_p = sph_ep (tc ,pc)
42 #
43 x = - (er [0]* er_t [0] + er [1]* er_t [1] + er [2]* er_t [2])
44 y = - (er [0]* er_p [0] + er [1]* er_p [1] + er [2]* er_p [2])
45 #
46 return np. asarray ([x,y])
47
48 def rotate_map (hmap , rot_theta , rot_phi ):
49 """
50 Take hmap (a healpix map array) and return another healpix ←↩

map array
51 which is ordered such that it has been rotated in (theta , ←↩

phi) by the
52 amounts given.
53 @ StevenMurray https :// stackoverflow .com/ questions←↩

/24636372/ apply -rotation -to -healpix -map -in - healpy
54 basically (l,b) = (0 ,0) is sent to (lon ,lat) if rot_theta =←↩

lat ; rot_phi = lon
55 """
56 nside = hp. npix2nside (len(hmap))
57 # Get theta , phi for non - rotated map
58 t,p = hp. pix2ang (nside , np. arange (hp. nside2npix (nside))) #←↩

theta , phi
59 # Define a rotator
60 r = hp. Rotator (deg=False , rot =[ rot_phi , rot_theta ])
61 # Get theta , phi under rotated co - ordinates
62 trot , prot = r(t,p)
63 # Interpolate map onto these co - ordinates
64 rot_map = hp. get_interp_val (hmap , trot , prot)
65 return rot_map
66
67 def rotateInv_map (hmap , rot_theta , rot_phi ):
68 """
69 Take hmap (a healpix map array) and return another healpix ←↩

map array
70 which is ordered such that it has been rotated in (theta , ←↩

phi) by the
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71 amounts given.
72 Based on rotate_map ()
73 basically (lon ,lat) is sent to (l,b) = (0 ,0) if rot_theta =←↩

lat ; rot_phi = lon
74 """
75 nside = hp. npix2nside (len(hmap))
76 # Get theta , phi for non - rotated map
77 t,p = hp. pix2ang (nside , np. arange (hp. nside2npix (nside))) #←↩

theta , phi
78 # Define a rotator
79 r = hp. Rotator (deg=False , rot =[ rot_phi , rot_theta ],inv=True)
80 # Get theta , phi under rotated co - ordinates
81 trot , prot = r(t,p)
82 # Interpolate map onto these co - ordinates
83 rot_map = hp. get_interp_val (hmap , trot , prot)
84 return rot_map
85
86 # # #
87 # Prepare the work.
88 # Compute outside the loop as much things as possible so to ←↩

gain computing time
89
90 # load a pre - computed mask common for the analysis . (see 3.a. ←↩

below)
91 sm_mask = np.load(mydir+’smoothedmask_Nside2048_angR11 .3-←↩

sm1_l0b0 .npy ’)
92
93 # define and compute the Xpol class // this is a time consuming←↩

step
94 print(’Entering Xpol class computation ’)
95 tic = time.time ()
96 binning = xpol.Bins. fromdeltal ( 10, 2420 , 20)
97 l_b = binning .lbin
98 print(time.time () - tic)
99 # generate Xpol class

100 xp = xpol.Xpol(sm_mask , binning )
101 print(’\t Xpol class has been generated in ’,time.time () - tic)
102
103
104 #.
105
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106 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #←↩
# # # #

107 # Here below we scan the several ouputs made around the same ←↩
OB with

108 # Asterion
109 #
110 # 1. read the output and make sure everything is ok
111 # 2. convert the squared output maps to healpix Nside 2048 ←↩

maps
112 # 3. compute the angular auto and cross power spectra using ←↩

XPOL
113 # a. rotate the IQU maps so as to be aligned with the ←↩

mask
114 # b. compute the spectra
115 # c. save the spectra
116 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #←↩

# # # #
117
118 print(’Entering the loop over the outputs ’)
119
120 for ii in range (0, n_views ):
121 # output file name follow the increment step for the ←↩

excursion in the plane parallel to XY Gplane
122 suffix = ’{:0 >2} ’. format (ii)
123 #
124 df = pd. read_csv (mydir+ preffix + suffix +’.csv ’)
125 #
126 d = df[’OB_Distance ’][0] # distance observer - front ←↩

edge [pc]
127 s = df[’OB_Size ’][0] # size of the simulated box [←↩

pc]
128 d_center = d + s/2.
129 #
130 b = df[’OB_Latitude ’][0] # center latitude [deg]
131 l = df[’OB_Longitude ’][0] # center longitude [deg]
132 ang = df[’AngularSize ’][0] # angular size of the output ←↩

[deg]
133 #
134 if np.abs(ang - 36.8) <.5:
135 # if np.abs(ang - 28) <.5: ## to process the d400s200 files
136 pass
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137 else:
138 raise ValueError (" Angular size is unexpected .")
139 #
140 # 1. read the ouput from exr and put then in arrays | Anna ’←↩

s code
141 # ---
142 pt = Imath. PixelType (Imath. PixelType .FLOAT)
143 exr_file = OpenEXR . InputFile (mydir+ preffix + suffix +’.exr ’)
144 dw = exr_file . header ()[’dataWindow ’]
145 size = (dw.max.x - dw.min.x + 1, dw.max.y - dw.min.y + 1)
146 #
147 # I intensity
148 I = exr_file . channel (’R’, pt)
149 I = np. frombuffer (I, dtype = np. float32 )
150 I.shape = (size [1], size [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , col)
151 # Q Stokes
152 Q = exr_file . channel (’G’, pt)
153 Q = np. frombuffer (Q, dtype = np. float32 )
154 Q.shape = (size [1], size [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , col)
155 # U Stokes
156 U = exr_file . channel (’B’, pt)
157 U = np. frombuffer (U, dtype = np. float32 )
158 U.shape = (size [1], size [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , col)
159 #
160 #
161 # 2. convert squared maps to Healpix maps
162 # ---
163 m_size = df[’OutputResolution ’][0]. astype (’int ’) # Output ←↩

is 512 x512 pixels
164 if m_size == 512:
165 pass
166 else:
167 raise ValueError (" Output map size is unexpected .")
168 #
169 theta_c = np.pi /2. - b * np.pi /180.
170 phi_c = l * np.pi /180.
171 radius = ang /2.
172 #
173 NSIDE = 2048 # this might change in the ←↩

future
174 NPIX = hp. nside2npix (NSIDE)
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175 #
176 vec_c = hp. ang2vec (l,b, lonlat =True)
177 pix_disc = hp. query_disc (NSIDE ,vec_c ,np.sqrt (2)* radius *np.←↩

pi /180.)
178 #
179 theta ,phi = hp. pix2ang (NSIDE , pix_disc )
180 Xhlp ,Yhlp = set_xy (theta ,phi ,theta_c ,phi_c)
181
182 # these are the flat -sky coordinates [rad] of the healpix ←↩

map pixel centers
183 # that draw a circular region that contains the squared ←↩

outputs of Asterion
184 #
185 delta = ang / m_size * np.pi /180.
186 #
187 id_x = np.floor(Xhlp/delta + m_size /2.)
188 id_y = np.floor(Yhlp/delta + m_size /2.)
189
190 #
191 #throw away pixel that fall outside the square maps
192 good_id = (id_x >=0) *(id_x <=511) *(id_y >=0) *(id_y <=511)
193
194 id_x = id_x[ good_id ]. astype (’int ’)
195 id_y = id_y[ good_id ]. astype (’int ’)
196
197 #these are the indices of interest
198 #
199 # here start the creating of the healpix map
200 #
201 # I intensity
202 I_hlp = hp. UNSEEN + np.zeros(NPIX)
203 I_hlp[ pix_disc [ good_id ]] = I[id_x ,id_y]
204 hp. mollview (I_hlp ,cmap=plt.cm. RdBu_r )
205 plt.title(’I’)
206 # Q Stokes
207 Q_hlp = hp. UNSEEN + np.zeros(NPIX)
208 Q_hlp[ pix_disc [ good_id ]] = Q[id_x ,id_y]
209 # U intensity
210 U_hlp = hp. UNSEEN + np.zeros(NPIX)
211 U_hlp[ pix_disc [ good_id ]] = U[id_x ,id_y]
212 #
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213 #
214 # 3. Power spectrum estimation
215 # ---
216 # a. rotate the maps at (l,b)=(0 ,0)
217 # ---
218 #
219 # load a pre - computed mask of 11.3 deg radius smoothed to ←↩

FWHM of 1 degree
220 # centered on (longitude , latitude ) = (0 ,0)
221
222 # rotate the maps so to be aligned with the mask
223 I_hlp_r = rotateInv_map (I_hlp ,b*np.pi /180. ,l*np.pi /180.)
224 Q_hlp_r = rotateInv_map (Q_hlp ,b*np.pi /180. ,l*np.pi /180.)
225 U_hlp_r = rotateInv_map (U_hlp ,b*np.pi /180. ,l*np.pi /180.)
226 #
227 #
228 maps = np. asarray ([ I_hlp_r ,Q_hlp_r , U_hlp_r ])
229 I_hlp = Q_hlp = U_hlp = I_hlp_r = Q_hlp_r = U_hlp_r = np.←↩

nan
230 #
231 # b. estimate power spectra using Xpol
232 # ---
233 # Xpol class has been generated outside of the loop
234 tic = time.time ()
235 #
236 biasedcl ,cl = xp. get_spectra (maps , pixwin =False)
237 print(time.time () - tic)
238 print(’Xpol computation done.’)
239 #
240 # c. save the power spectra with the multipole values of ←↩

the bin centers
241 # ---
242 result = []
243 result . append (l_b)
244 result . append (cl)
245 #
246 data_name = mydir+’PowerSpectra /’+ preffix [6:]+ suffix
247 np.save(data_name , result )
248 #
249 #
250 print(’\t’,ii ,’ has been processed .’)
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251 #.
252 #
253 print(’DONE.’)
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Listing A.3: Python script for the power-law fit and the computation of the quantities.

1 import OpenEXR , Imath
2 import numpy as np
3 import matplotlib . pyplot as plt
4 import pandas as pd
5
6 mydir = ’/home/anna/ Desktop / Masterthesis / Asterion0 .30 _Linux /←↩

Asterion / PowerSpectra /’
7 snapshotname =’-d300s200b40 - o000_Nview13 -id’
8 n=10
9 #open the files
10 fil=open(’quantities_f_ ’+ snapshotname +’.txt ’,’w’)
11 fil.write(’A_EE/A_BB ’+" "+’mean EE/BB ←↩

’+" "+’a_E ’+" "+’a_B ’+" "+’mean r←↩
^{TE} ’+" "+’mean p’)

12 fil.write(’\n’)
13
14 sh=open(’quantities_s_ ’+ snapshotname +’.txt ’,’w’)
15 sh.write(’A_EE/A_BB ’+" "+’mean EE/BB ’←↩

+" "+’a_E ’+" "+’a_B ’+" "+’mean r←↩
^{TE} ’+" "+’mean p’)

16 sh.write(’\n’)
17
18 for i in range (0,n):
19 suffix = ’{:0 >2} ’. format (i)
20 #load of the power spectra
21 clf = np.load(mydir+’f’+ snapshotname + suffix +’.npy ’,←↩

allow_pickle =True )
22 clsh = np.load(mydir+’s’+ snapshotname + suffix +’.npy ’,←↩

allow_pickle =True )
23
24 lf=clf [0][3:25]
25 cEf=clf [1][1][3:25]
26 cBf=clf [1][2][3:25]
27
28 lsh=clsh [0][3:25]
29 cEsh=clsh [1][1][3:25]
30 cBsh=clsh [1][2][3:25]
31
32
33 #power law fit and computation of A_EE/A_BB , mean EE/BB , ←↩
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a_E , a_B
34 Df=lf*(lf +1)*cEf /(2* np.pi)
35 df=np.log(Df)
36 bf=np. polyfit (np.log(lf /80.) ,df ,1)
37 aEf=bf [0] -2
38 AEf=np.exp(bf [1])
39
40 Df=lf*(lf +1)*cBf /(2* np.pi)
41 df=np.log(Df)
42 bf=np. polyfit (np.log(lf /80.) ,df ,1)
43 aBf=bf [0] -2
44 ABf=np.exp(bf [1])
45
46 DEf=AEf *(lf /80) **( aEf +2)
47 yEf =2* np.pi*Df/(lf*(lf +1))
48
49 DBf=ABf *(lf /80) **( aBf +2)
50 yBf =2* np.pi*Df/(lf*(lf +1))
51
52
53 Dsh=lsh *( lsh +1)*cEsh /(2* np.pi)
54 dsh=np.log(Dsh)
55 bsh=np. polyfit (np.log(lsh /80.) ,dsh ,1)
56 aEsh=bsh [0] -2
57 AEsh=np.exp(bsh [1])
58
59 Dsh=lsh *( lsh +1)*cBsh /(2* np.pi)
60 dsh=np.log(Dsh)
61 bsh=np. polyfit (np.log(lsh /80.) ,dsh ,1)
62 aBsh=bsh [0] -2
63 ABsh=np.exp(bsh [1])
64
65 DEsh=AEsh *( lsh /80) **( aEsh +2)
66 yEsh =2* np.pi*Dsh /( lsh *( lsh +1))
67
68 DBsh=ABsh *( lsh /80) **( aBsh +2)
69 yBsh =2* np.pi*Dsh /( lsh *( lsh +1))
70
71 # computation of r^{TE}
72 rf= np.mean(DEf/DBf)
73 kf=np.mean(clf [1][1][3:25]/ clf [1][2][3:25])
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74 rsh=np.mean(DEsh/DBsh)
75 ksh=np.mean(clsh [1][1][3:25]/ clsh [1][2][3:25])
76
77 cTf=clf [1][0][3:25]
78 cTEf=clf [1][3][3:25]
79 rTEf=cTEf/np.sqrt(cTf*cEf)
80 mrTEf=np.mean(rTEf)
81
82
83 cTsh=clsh [1][0][3:25]
84 cTEsh=clsh [1][3][3:25]
85 rTEsh=cTEsh/np.sqrt(cTsh*cEsh)
86 mrTEsh =np.mean(rTEsh)
87
88
89 # degree of polarization p
90
91
92 df = pd. read_csv (’/home/anna/ Desktop / Masterthesis / Asterion0←↩

.30 _Linux / Asterion / Output /’+’f’+ snapshotname + suffix +’.←↩
csv ’)

93 #
94 d = df[’OB_Distance ’][0] # distance observer - front ←↩

edge [pc]
95 s = df[’OB_Size ’][0] # size of the simulated box [←↩

pc]
96 d_center = d + s/2.
97 #
98 lat = df[’OB_Latitude ’][0] # center latitude [deg]
99 lon = df[’OB_Longitude ’][0] # center longitude [deg]
100 ang = df[’AngularSize ’][0] # angular size of the output ←↩

[deg]
101 theta=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
102 phi=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
103 mask=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
104 pixang =2* np. arctan (s/2. / (d+s))
105 #print ( pixang *180/ np.pi)
106 r0= pixang /2*180/ np.pi
107 print (r0)
108 for i in range (0 ,512):
109 for j in range (0 ,512):
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110 theta[i,j]=lat -ang /2+i*ang /512
111 #print (theta[i,j])
112 phi[i,j]=lon -ang /2+j*ang /512
113 dist=np.sqrt (( theta[i,j] - lat)**2 + (phi[i,j]-lon)←↩

**2)
114 #print (dist)
115 if (dist <r0) or (dist ==r0):
116 mask[i,j]=1
117 pt = Imath. PixelType (Imath. PixelType .FLOAT)
118 exr_filef = OpenEXR . InputFile (’/home/anna/ Desktop /←↩

Masterthesis / Asterion0 .30 _Linux / Asterion / Output /’+’f’+←↩
snapshotname + suffix +’.exr ’)

119 dwf = exr_filef . header ()[’dataWindow ’]
120 sizef = (dwf.max.x - dwf.min.x + 1, dwf.max.y - dwf.min.y +←↩

1)
121
122 # I intensity
123 If = exr_filef . channel (’R’, pt)
124 If = np. frombuffer (If , dtype = np. float32 )
125 If.shape = (sizef [1], sizef [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , ←↩

col)
126 If=If*mask
127
128 # Q Stokes
129 Qf = exr_filef . channel (’G’, pt)
130 Qf= np. frombuffer (Qf , dtype = np. float32 )
131 Qf.shape = (sizef [1], sizef [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , ←↩

col)
132 Qf=Qf*mask
133
134 # U Stokes
135 Uf = exr_filef . channel (’B’, pt)
136 Uf = np. frombuffer (Uf , dtype = np. float32 )
137 Uf.shape = (sizef [1], sizef [0])
138 Uf=Uf*mask
139
140 pf=np.zeros (( len(If),len(If)))
141 for i in range (0, len(If)):
142 for j in range (0, len(If)):
143 if If[i,j]!=0:
144 pf[i,j]=np.sqrt(Qf[i,j]**2 + Uf[i,j]**2) / If[i,j←↩
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]
145 pf=np.mean(pf)
146
147 df = pd. read_csv (’/home/anna/ Desktop / Masterthesis / Asterion0←↩

.30 _Linux / Asterion / Output /’+’s’+ snapshotname + suffix +’.←↩
csv ’)

148 #
149 d = df[’OB_Distance ’][0] # distance observer - front ←↩

edge [pc]
150 s = df[’OB_Size ’][0] # size of the simulated box [←↩

pc]
151 d_center = d + s/2.
152 #
153 lat = df[’OB_Latitude ’][0] # center latitude [deg]
154 lon = df[’OB_Longitude ’][0] # center longitude [deg]
155 ang = df[’AngularSize ’][0] # angular size of the output ←↩

[deg]
156 theta=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
157 phi=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
158 mask=np.zeros ((512 ,512))
159 pixang =2* np. arctan (s/2. / (d+s))
160 #print ( pixang *180/ np.pi)
161 r0= pixang /2*180/ np.pi
162 print (r0)
163 for i in range (0 ,512):
164 for j in range (0 ,512):
165 theta[i,j]=lat -ang /2+i*ang /512
166 #print (theta[i,j])
167 phi[i,j]=lon -ang /2+j*ang /512
168 dist=np.sqrt (( theta[i,j] - lat)**2 + (phi[i,j]-lon)←↩

**2)
169 #print (dist)
170 if (dist <r0) or (dist ==r0):
171 mask[i,j]=1
172
173 pt = Imath. PixelType (Imath. PixelType .FLOAT)
174 exr_file = OpenEXR . InputFile (’/home/anna/ Desktop /←↩

Masterthesis / Asterion0 .30 _Linux / Asterion / Output /’+’s’+←↩
snapshotname + suffix +’.exr ’)

175 dw = exr_file . header ()[’dataWindow ’]
176 size = (dw.max.x - dw.min.x + 1, dw.max.y - dw.min.y + 1)
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177
178 # I intensity
179 I = exr_file . channel (’R’, pt)
180 I = np. frombuffer (I, dtype = np. float32 )
181 I.shape = (size [1], size [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , col)
182 I=I*mask
183
184 # Q Stokes
185 Q = exr_file . channel (’G’, pt)
186 Q = np. frombuffer (Q, dtype = np. float32 )
187 Q.shape = (size [1], size [0]) # Numpy arrays are (row , col)
188 Q=Q*mask
189
190 # U Stokes
191 U = exr_file . channel (’B’, pt)
192 U = np. frombuffer (U, dtype = np. float32 )
193 U.shape = (size [1], size [0])
194 U=U*mask
195
196 p=np.zeros (( len(I),len(I)))
197 for i in range (0, len(I)):
198 for j in range (0, len(I)):
199 if I[i,j]!=0:
200 p[i,j]=np.sqrt(Q[i,j]**2 + U[i,j]**2) / I[i,j]
201
202
203 p=np.mean(p)
204
205
206 #write the quantities in a file
207
208 fil.write(str(rf) +" "+ str(kf)+" "+ str(aEf) +" "+ str(←↩

aBf)+" "+ str(mrTEf)+" "+str(pf)+"\n" )
209
210 sh.write(str(rsh) +" "+ str(ksh)+" "+ str(aEsh) +" "+ ←↩

str(aBsh)+" "+ str( mrTEsh )+" "+str(p)+"\n" )
211
212
213 fil.close ()
214 sh.close ()
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